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GLOBAL GROWTH PARTNERS ADVISES ON HUSEBY, INC’S ACQUISITION OF
BRANDON SMITH REPORTING AND VIDEO
Leading Court Reporting and Trial Services Firm Expands Into Northeast Through Acquisition
Charlotte, N.C. – Dec. 16, 2013 – Global Growth Partners (“GGP”), a
boutique investment bank with offices in Charlotte, NC and London,
England announces the successful acquisition of Brandon Smith
Reporting and Video, LLC (“Brandon”) by Huseby, Inc. GGP was the

Brandon Smith
Reporting & Video
Has Been Acquired By

exclusive financial advisor to Huseby and assisted in the due
diligence, structuring, negotiation and closing of the transaction. The
transaction is a watershed moment for Huseby as it targets select,
strategic mid-sized acquisition targets across the United States.

And Will Now Be Doing Business As

Brandon Smith Reporting and Video, LLC was founded over 40 years
ago and has dominated the Connecticut market with its high touch,
high service customer service and detail. Its stable of high quality

The undersigned acted as the exclusive
financial advisor to Huseby, Inc.

reporters and videographers has consistently enabled the company to
provide court reporting, deposition and video services to the leading
law firms in the Hartford, New Haven and Stamford metro areas.
Moreover, Brandon’s corporate relationships will assist Huseby in propelling its corporate sales channel across
the northeast. Most importantly, in a node to its heritage and continued excellence, Brandon Smith Reporting
and Video will be re-branded as “Brandon Huseby.”
Michael Parrish, Vice President of Global Growth Partners commented, “Brandon’s quality and reputation in the
Stamford market is unsurpassed. This acquisition serves as the benchmark for Huseby’s strategic acquisitions
and one of many more to come in the near future.” Scott Huseby, CEO and President of Huseby Inc. added,
“the father and son team, John and Jacob Brandon have built a phenomenal business and we are honored they
have joined the Huseby family!”

Brandon Huseby will continue providing the highest quality reporting and video services and will leverage
Huseby’s robust technology, production and product platform to ensure its clients have access to the best
practices and the most advanced tools available in the marketplace. John Brandon lamented, “Huseby has
developed the most comprehensive product and service platform in the industry and has consistently been at
the forefront of technology. We are excited to be a part of the team and about introducing Huseby’s product
and services suite to our new and existing clients.”

About Huseby, Inc.
Huseby, Inc. (“Huseby”) is a leading national court reporting and litigation support firm and a pioneer in crafting,
deploying and managing advanced technologies and processes which give client law firms, corporations and government
agencies an edge in the legal system. For over 24 years Huseby’s comprehensive suite of managed services focus on the
highest quality court reporting and litigation support services available in today’s marketplace. This is accomplished by
the Company’s highly customized technology platform, legal process prowess and a battle-proven network of court
reporters, videographers and trial consultants with local expertise and a physical presence of 33 locations throughout the
United States. www.huseby.com

About Global Growth Partners
Global Growth Partners (“GGP”) is a full service boutique investment banking firm providing hands on strategic advisory
services including mergers and acquisitions (buy-side and sell-side), private placements services (raising capital), strategic
alternatives, business valuations and consulting to middle market clients and entrepreneurs. With a rich global network
and expansive reach, GGP delivers boutique advisory and consulting services on a bespoke individual level. No company
or business strategy is the same; successful execution requires “hands-on” attention that is not attainable in larger
organizations. Crafting and executing growth and exit strategies requires insight, knowledge, proprietary networks,
expertise and processes, which are time tested. GGP spearheads these strategies by providing thought leadership,
development, implementation and professionalism throughout the process. www.globalgrowthpartners.com
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